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About This Game

Omni Link is a visual novel at it's core, but it's unlike other visual novels you've read before. Game-play and dialogue choices
mesh together so you can see a real impact to your decisions. A story is not only about reading, it's about experiencing. Get

involved with Omni Links characters, and experience their pains and joys as if they are your own. It all comes together in the
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end for an epic conclusion.

After the prologue, the game takes you on a mission for Zaos Corporation. You encounter an alien vessel and connect with an
entity known as Ectype D-7, an attractive and powerful being of technology. You quickly learn that there is more to this ship

and A.I. than meets the eye. The artificial intelligence is so advanced she is able to absorb energy from other ships and duplicate
them. As well as use a mysterious ability called Omni Link.

Match your abilities against a faceless terror. An enemy called "The Virus" awakens near the edge of the galaxy. Suns are
disappearing and planets are dying. No one knows exactly what the Virus is or what it wants. Take the Virus on full force, or

select an easier difficulty to breeze through the story.

Features:

Real-time tactical combat - Defeat ships and absorb them into your fleet. Summon each ship to fight with you in battle.
Discover hidden ships with powerful abilities and skills. Influenced by games such as Escape Velocity Nova and Star Control 3.

Choices that affect gameplay and story - Dialogue and gameplay choices make every decision you make carry weight. Some
will change dialogue in minor ways, but also open paths for completely new dialogue and space events. Even your gameplay

actions have consequences. Some are not fully apparent till later and it's too late to change course.

Hand drawn art & epic music - Beautiful art and music accompany your journey. Feel the emotion through epic battle
moments and emotions that comes from characters as you take part in the story.

Manga adaption -  Experience key scenes as if you're reading a manga.
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Roencia
Publisher:
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Release Date: 4 Sep, 2018
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Listening to the same 2 maybe 3 soundtracks (cant tell nor care anymore) going on loop just gave my head that sort of nostalgic
pounding feeling, furthermore the lack of audio options gave me a plentiful surprise as being unable to change audio in game I
had to do so in an audio mixer. The lackluster and poorly made controls, along side with challengeing level design, gave each
level plenty of replayability. The upgrade system is easily missed and most certainly not an integral part of the game, that even
with the knowledge of said system you will definitly understand what each of the icons mean for the upgrades. If you find
yourself in a bit of a challenge or you really want the MSpaint\/most-likely-stolen-online charaters you can drop some extra cash
(of which is equivilant or greater than the cost of the game itself) to gain more currency. Overall I would rate 9\/11...
. I used to play these marble platformers a long time ago and I remeber them being incredibly hard to beat. And this game is no
exception; really fun and very beutiful

BUT the game does need some work:

You cannot completely disable the sound
The menu buttons are sometimes non-responsive
The game is good-looking but is super blurry
When you fall, you clip through every object
The game takes WAY too long to reset each level for how difficult it is

The game really just needs a couple patches and some performance enchancements, over-looking the bad the game is quite
enjoyable(I also like the gamepad functionality). A fun, low-key, story-driven game that makes a good use of the VR medium.
The pace is a little slow, but the world feels really big and immersive, the puzzles are fun, and the game pushes you to make
some ethical judgments that had me a little teary-eyed in my headset. By the end, it's hard not to get sucked in. There are
multiple endings, and you get to compare your choices and game stats against those made by other players.

The one real con for me was that the controls (playing on the HTC Vive with controllers) were a little funky and hard to get the
hang of whenever I hopped back into the game after a long break, but I wouldn't say this was a big detractor from the game
overall. If you're looking for a good story-driven VR game, this is worth a look.. This is creative, scary, and hilarious. THANK
U. I NEED MORE POINTS! IT'S OVER 9000!
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I had the old books and love this stuff, I loaded it up and was in the little tutorial area at the start. I didnt like it, I was thinking
what is this? The combat seemed simple and that put me right off the game. I didnt come back to it for months, i think i
expected some thing else, i missed dice, like in other fighting fantasy, i didnt know what i wanted, i didnt give it a chance. It was
a HUGE mistake. though by coming to it later, I have enjoyed it much more on a level that i didnt appreciate before
So I really tried the game out and was open to learning this system because i wanted to play through the story again.
Pick a lady model and lets get into the Shamutanti Hills
Into the tutorial again and I learned to use the sword. It was only after I mastered the blade, which is a really lovely style, that i
realised i was missing out on the heart of the game. I began to play as a sorcerer, rather than a warrior using magic.
Now instead of just killing some one, I read its mind, make it dance, talk its language, set it on fire, make it fear or worship me,
it depends on the situation, you can get through almost all your encounters using just magic and it became a little game in itself.
You will expect to read the story in short paragraphs with choices to make that advance the story and options to replay, theres a
feature that lets you rewind your game at will to any point you were at earlier.
You collect items to use for magic, some are single use and others are items like a mask, you carry these items through all the
parts of the game, you will find things that will help you in the future, in other parts.
The combat is a kind of sliding game where you try to guess the opponents next move and how much power they will put into
the blow and plan your attack based on this. its is covered in the tutorial.
you have a very nice game called swindlestones too, something new not in the original series of books. Its a dice game, most
often played for money or info or both, I learned to love this game, i have made lots of gold because of it.
Theres all sorts of interesting characters to meet and creatures to fight and you will have your little book of spells.
very nice game its worked glitch free for me
for the content its a good price
now go begin your "epic adventure in a land of monsters, traps and magic". one of the missions is to ride a tiny cart until you
find a bear and then shoot it with a pistol. Awesome Game
Like Crashtastic But In

SPAAAACCEEE!!!!!!. RIP mouse....
Would kill again 7\/7

pros:
-super simple fight system
-animation is smoother from the demo
-it deserves its casual tag. you can't really lose in this game, yes you may lose all your health in battle but the red armor guy (i
forgot his name) will save your character and you can try again.
-i felt a 'flappy bird' charm, where i would try and try again after every failure just because it felt wrong to fail in a simple fight
system...

cons:
-needs some getting used to
-visual display needs more work
-i encountered a visual bug where the enemy sprite overlapped.. not too annoying tough, itu just looks like the raider has a pet
demon dog or some sort...
-tutorial doesn't explain much. I really enjoyed finally spending time with my family and the joyous activities + the poopstain
that will forever live in my underpants will truly last a lifetime.

Den / den. Really cool game, a old styled mmo.
A few bugs, but the Dev is right on fixing them "Props to you madziikoy"

6 Main classes
Great party play
Really nice community

Dont let the current reviews stray you away from this game, they will get better as time goes on, and bugs are fixed up!

I will def be playing more of this.
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Also you can choose any name you want, since its new. I like that.. What a game , just like the game play and for time killer. If
you like point and click adventure and vr games, Dead secret is for you.
I really liked the puzzles in it and the story kept me hooked pretty easily.
The big weakness of that game is it's lenght, 16$ for 2 hours of gameplay is poor.
Good thing I got it in a bundle.
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